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Abstract: Land cover classification that uses very high resolution (VHR) remote sensing images
is a topic of considerable interest. Although many classification methods have been developed,
the accuracy and usability of classification systems can still be improved. In this paper, a novel
post-processing approach based on a dual-adaptive majority voting strategy (D-AMVS) is proposed
to improve the performance of initial classification maps. D-AMVS defines a strategy for refining each
label of a classified map that is obtained by different classification methods from the same original
image, and fusing the different refined classification maps to generate a final classification result.
The proposed D-AMVS contains three main blocks. (1) An adaptive region is generated by gradually
extending the region around a central pixel based on two predefined parameters (T1 and T2) to
utilize the spatial feature of ground targets in a VHR image. (2) For each classified map, the label of
the central pixel is refined according to the majority voting rule within the adaptive region. This is
defined as adaptive majority voting. Each initial classified map is refined in this manner pixel by pixel.
(3) Finally, the refined classified maps are used to generate a final classification map, and the label of
the central pixel in the final classification map is determined by applying AMV again. Each entire
classified map is scanned and refined pixel by pixel based on the proposed D-AMVS. The accuracies
of the proposed D-AMVS approach are investigated with two remote sensing images with high spatial
resolutions of 1.0 m and 1.3 m. Compared with the classical majority voting method and a relatively
new post-processing method called the general post-classification framework, the proposed D-AMVS
can achieve a land cover classification map with less noise and higher classification accuracies.

Keywords: land cover classification; very high spatial resolution remote sensing image; adaptive
majority vote; post-classification

1. Introduction

Land cover classification based on remote sensing images plays an important role in providing
information regarding the Earth’s surface [1–4]. For many applications, such as urban vegetation
mapping [5], aboveground biomass estimation in forests [6], urban flood mapping [7], and land-use
analysis [8], underlying land cover information from remote sensing images is necessary. Very high
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resolution (VHR) remote sensing images are conveniently available and highly popular in land cover
classification. However, substantial research has demonstrated that salt-and-pepper noise is a common
phenomenon in the classification of VHR remote sensing images [9–18].

Several methods have been developed to address this problem. For example, Lv et al. [19]
promoted a general post-classification framework for improving land cover classification,
and Huang et al. [20] proposed a support vector machine (SVM) ensemble approach for combining
different features to improve the classification accuracies of VHR images. In the current study,
methods are grouped into two mainstream techniques. The first relatively popular technique is
the spatial–spectral feature-based classification method [14,21,22] where the spatial feature is usually
extracted to complement insufficient spectral information. For example, the pixel shape index (PSI) has
been used to improve VHR image classification [23]. Zhang et al. extended PSI from a “pixel” to an
“object” (a group of pixels that are spatial continuously and have high spectral similarity), and proposed
an object-based spatial feature called the object correlative index. Various mathematical morphological
methods have also been developed to describe structural features and complement spectral features to
improve classification accuracy [22,24–27]. Moreover, spatial filtering is an effective means of reducing
noise and extracting spatial features. Kang et al. proposed a method based on an edge-preserving
filter and image fusion to enhance classification accuracy [28]. Jia et al. developed an edge-preserving
filtering method for improving the performance of VHR image classification [29]. Other methods,
such as semantic features [20,30], Markov modeling of spatial features [13], object-based feature
extraction [9], and active learning algorithms [31,32], are commonly adopted to complement spectral
information for land cover classification. However, despite the numerous features and techniques
promoting VHR image classification, not one method can be labeled as “the best” or “the most
appropriate one” for all cases, because the classification accuracies of most methods are usually
dependent [33,34]. The design and use of feature extraction methods are also dependent on the case at
hand. Therefore, the classification accuracy and usability of the VHR image classification method have
room for further improvement.

The second technique in this study is post-classification. It defines a post-processing strategy
that is often applied to a classified map to remove noise and increase classification accuracy [35–37].
Several post-classification methods have been proposed. For example, Lu et al. introduced a structural
similarity-based label smoothing approach for refining land cover classification maps [16]. Huang et al.
presented a building extraction post-processing framework for VHR imagery. Lv et al. developed
a general post-classification framework (GPCF) for improving land cover mapping by using VHR
images [19]. Tang et al. and Huang et al. summarized post-processing reclassification approaches
systematically in their research [35,38]. Their studies showed that the “sliding window” technique is
usually adopted to consider neighboring information for refining the label of the central pixel, wherein
the accuracies of the initial classified maps can be improved. Given that everything is related to
everything else, and things that are close are more related than things that are more distant according
to Tobler’s first law of geography [39,40], pixels with greater proximity are more likely to belong to
the same class in terms of a classification problem by using remote sensing images. However, one
limitation in considering contextual information through a regular window is that a regular window
shape may not cover the different shapes of ground objects in a particular class (i.e., different shapes of
buildings, varying shapes of lakes or meadows, etc.). Therefore, the adaptive capability of considering
contextual information in post-classification is of great interest.

In this study, we extend our previous research on GPCF [19] and propose an approach called
dual-adaptive majority voting strategy (D-AMVS). The extension of this study differs from GPCF in two
aspects. First, in the process of refining the label of an initial classified map, neighboring information
is considered in an adaptive manner through an adaptive irregular region. Second, when different
classified maps are fused, an optimal selection strategy is proposed to dynamically select the classified
maps according to their local performance in classification. The initial classified maps are refined based
on the adaptive region coupled with the majority voting method. Then, the refined classified maps are
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used as a candidate set, where the label of each pixel in the final refined classification is determined
by the top two refined classified maps, i.e., the maps that present the best performance within the
local adaptive region. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this extension, the initial classified maps are
obtained by different classifiers or spectral–spatial approaches. The proposed D-AMVS is compared
with the existing GPCF and the traditional majority voting approach. Further details are presented in
the following sections.

2. D-AMVS Approach for Refining Initial Classification Maps

The proposed D-AMVS aims to utilize spatial information in an adaptive manner and fuse
multi-source classified maps to reduce the noise of classification maps. Figure 1b shows the main
steps of the proposed strategy. First, multi-source initial classified maps are acquired by different
approaches, such as classifiers or spatial–spectral feature-based approaches. Second, the progress
of adaptive majority voting (AMV) is defined in Figure 1a, where AMV is used to refine the initial
classified maps. The label of each initial classified map of the pixel is refined with an adaptive region
generated by gradually extending the region around a central pixel in the sourcing image. Third, in an
adaptive region, the local classification performance of each refined classification map is compared
with that of others. The top two refined maps are selected, and the label of the central pixel of the
adaptive region is assigned by using the class that appears most frequently. Additional details are
presented in the following paragraphs.

The construction of the adaptive region surrounding a pixel is pivotal for the proposed D-AMVS.
This study employs an adaptive region around a central pixel that has been proposed in the
literature [41]. The shape of an adaptive region represents the contextual features surrounding a
central pixel, and the size of the adaptive region is constrained by two predefined thresholds (T1 and
T2) in spectral and spatial domains. From the investigation in [41], we find that the proposed adaptive
region has an advantage in considering contextual information in an adaptive spatial domain (see [42]
for more details). Three examples are given in Figure 2 to show the shape-adaptive capability of the
proposed region extension method.

In this study, the adaptive region coupled with majority voting is used to refine the multi-source
initial classification maps. The refined maps are then fused to generate a final classification result.
An initial multi-source classification map is represented by the set I = {I1, I2, I3, · · · , IN}, where N is
the total number of initial classified maps. The total number of a specific class (Cl) within an adaptive
region (Rij) can be calculated by Equation (1):

Sl = ∑ pIk
x (Cl), x ∈ Rij, (1)

where Sl is the total number of pixels belonging to the specific class Cl within the adaptive region Rij.

Rij is the extended region around the pixel (i,j) in the spatial domain, and pIk
x (Cl) is labeled as Cl in the

initial classified map Ik. In this context, the label of central pixel xij can be determined by Equation (2):

C
(

xij
)
= argmax{s1, s2, s3, · · · sm}, (2)

where m is the total number of classes for the entire initial classification map, Sm is assumed to be the
total number of pixels that are assigned to the m-th class of the initial classification maps for adaptive
region Rij, and C

(
xij

)
is the label of the central pixel. Therefore, the label of the central pixel (xij) is

refined according to the class label that has the maximum performance in the set {s1, s2, s3, · · · sM}.
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Figure 1. General scheme of the proposed dual-adaptive majority voting strategy (D-AMVS): (a) process
of adaptive majority voting (AMV) for refining one initial classification map and (b) flowchart of the
proposed D-AMVS.

An initial classified image can be refined pixel by pixel through the corresponding adaptive
region. An example is shown in Figure 1a, where P1, P2, and P3 are the three central pixels, and the
dotted line with different colors present the different adaptive regions around them. This refining
process is defined as AMV. Compared with the regular window-based majority voting approach,
the proposed AMV technique can smoothen the noise of the classification map and preserve the shape
of different targets.
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Figure 2. Examples of adaptive regions for the proposed D-AMVS. The green points inside the red
circles are the central pixels of each extension, and the blue borders define the shape of the adaptive
region: (A,B) are the examples of adaptive region when the central point in the buildings with different
shape; (C) is the example of adaptive region when the central point in the meadows.

To further improve classification accuracy and generate the final classification map, inspired by
a previous GPCF [19], the refined classification maps are used as candidates to obtain the final
classification map. First, the number of classes within an adaptive region (Rij) is counted and

assigned as N
I′k
c
(

Rij
)
, where I′k is the k-th refined classified map. Therefore, the number of classes

within an adaptive region can be calculated for each refined map, where the set is assigned as

Nc =

{
N I′1

c
(

Rij
)
, N I′2

c
(

Rij
)
, N I′3

c
(

Rij
)
, · · · , N

I′k
c
(

Rij
)}

. Second, the set (Nc) is sorted in a descending

order. Then, the top two refined classified maps are used as the selected maps for the following process.
The top two refined classified maps are assigned as I′a and I′b. In theory, because the adaptive region has
relatively greater homogeneity in the spectral domain, the pixels within the adaptive region are usually
viewed as one target class. Therefore, having fewer classes within an adaptive region means better
classification performance for the local region of a refined map. Finally, the number of pixels in each
class from the selected refined classified maps I′a and I′b is considered. The label of the central pixel (i,j)
of adaptive region Rij is refined dually by using the class that appears most frequently in the region.
In this context, each pixel of an image is taken once as a central pixel to extend the corresponding
adaptive region, and the adaptive region is coupled with the majority voting strategy to select the
refined maps and determine the label of each pixel in the final classification map.

The difference between the proposed D-AMVS and the previous GPCF [19] lies in two aspects.
First, the GPCF directly fuses a set of multi-source initially classified maps to generate the final
classification map. By contrast, in the proposed D-AMVS, each initially classified map is refined pixel
by pixel to reduce noise. Then, the top two refined maps are selected each time to determine the label
of each pixel in the final classification map according to the local classification performance within
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an adaptive region. In selecting the refined maps, considering the local classification performance
within an adaptive region is beneficial to determining the label for a pixel in the final classification
map. Second, GPCF determines the label of a pixel in the final classification map by using a regular
window and the majority voting technique. On the one hand, because the number of each class within
a regular window is affected by the shape of a target when the central pixel of a window is located at
the boundary between different classes, determining the label of the central pixel may have a limitation
in discrimination. On the other hand, the proposed D-AMVS has an advantage in spatial adaptive
capability, wherein the majority voting strategy is applied in an adaptive region that can be adaptive
with the shape of a target.

3. Experiment

In this section, two experiments are performed to test the effectiveness of the proposed D-AMVS
approach. First, two images with very high spatial resolutions are described in detail. Second,
the experimental design and setting of parameters are presented. Lastly, the visual performance and
quantitative evaluation are shown for comparison.

3.1. Data Set Description

Two data sets are used in the experiments. The first data set was obtained by the Reflective Optics
System Imaging Spectrometer (ROSIS-03) sensor on 8 July 2002 [14,42], and the raw data represent the
hyperspectral image of a Pavia University scene with 103 bands and 1.0 m/pixel spatial resolution.
The location of this data is near Pavia University, which is located north of the city Pavia in Italy.
The original data set is 610× 340 pixels. For the first experiment, Figure 3a shows a false color image
composed of channel numbers 10, 27, and 46 for red, green, and blue, respectively. The ground
reference is shown in Figure 3b. Nine information classes are considered in the experiment, as shown
in the legend.
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The second data set is also a ROSIS-03 image from Pavia Center, Italy. The original size of the
image is 1096× 1096 pixels with a 1.3 m/pixel spatial resolution. However, a 381 pixel-wide strip is
removed because of noise, resulting in a “two-part” 1096× 715 pixel image (Figure 4a). The original
image contains 115 bands with a spectral range of 0.43–0.86 µm. In Figure 4a, three bands, numbered
60, 27, and 17 are selected to compose a false color image in red, green, and blue, respectively. Figure 4b
illustrates the ground reference and the nine information classes.
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3.2. Experimental Setup and Parameter Setting

In the first experiment, the Pavia University image is adopted to test the effectiveness of the
proposed D-AMVS on the basis of the different initial classification maps acquired by the different
supervised classifiers. A false color image is used as the input data for land cover classification because
the focus of our study is on VHR remote sensing images. Four classical supervised classifiers are
embedded in business ENVI4.8. Specifically, neural net (NN), maximum likelihood classification
(MLC), Mahalanobis distance (MD), and support vector machine (SVM) are used to obtain the initial
classified maps. The software provides the default parameters of each classifier for the Pavia University
image. The details of the training samples and testing pixels are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Number of training samples and reference data for the Pavia University image.

Class Training Samples Test Samples

Asphalt 603 6631
Meadows 396 18,649

Gravel 182 2099
Trees 382 3064

Painted metal 46 1345
Bare soil 680 5029
Bitumen 189 1330

Self-blocking bricks 414 3682
Shadows 88 847
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In the second experiment, the proposed D-AMVS is compared with the traditional majority voting
approach and the existing GPCF post-classification approach on the basis of initial classified maps that
were obtained by a different spatial–spectral feature approach. A false color image of the Pavia Center
scene is adopted for comparison to obtain spatial features. Table 2 shows the number of training and
test samples. The parameters of the four spectral–spatial approaches were set based on the above to
obtain the initial classified maps.

(1) Extended morphological profiles (EMPs) [26] are built based on a “disk” structuring element (SE),
and the sizes of SE are equal to 2, 4, 6, and 8 in this experiment.

(2) Multi-shape EMPs (M-EMPs) [25] involve the SE set to shapes equaling “disk, square, diamond,
and line,” and the size of each SE is equal to 8.

(3) The parameters of a recursive filter (RF) [28] are set as follows: δs = 200, δr = 45.0, and the number
of iterations is 3. δs and δr denote the spatial and range parameters, respectively. Further details
on δs and δr can be obtained in literature [28].

(4) Rolling guidance filter (RGF) [43] is applied to the Pavia Center image with the following
parameters: δs = 200, δr = 45.0, iteration = 3. In RGF, δs and δr control the spatial range and
spatial weights, respectively.

Apart from these parameter settings for acquiring the initial classified maps in each experiment,
majority voting and existing GPCF post-classification approaches are applied with a window size from
3× 3 to 9× 9, as shown in Tables 4 and 6.

Table 2. Number of training samples and reference data for the Pavia Center image.

Class Training Samples Test Samples

Water 623 65,971
Trees 336 7598

Meadows 123 3090
Bricks 293 2685

Soil 289 6584
Asphalt 400 9248
Bitumen 221 7287

Tiles 638 42,826
Shadows 379 2863

To ensure fairness in comparison, the following rules are obeyed in the experiments.
First, the parameters of each approach are acquired through a trial-and-error method. Second, SVM
with an RBF kernel and threefold cross-validation is used as the supervised classifier to classify the
different spatial–spectral features in the second experiment. Third, the initial classified map with the
highest accuracies is selected for post-processing based on majority voting and compared with GPCF
and the proposed D-AMVS.

3.3. Results and Quantitative Evaluation

The experimental results and comparisons in terms of overall accuracy (OA), Kappa coefficient
(Ka), and average accuracies (AA) are detailed below.

Table 3 shows the four initial classified maps acquired by the four supervised classifiers for the
Pavia University image. MLC achieves the best accuracy in this test. Therefore, the result of MLC
is used for post-classification by adopting the majority voting approach with a different window
size (Table 4). Compared with the initial and post-classification maps (Tables 3 and 4), each of the
algorithms, including majority voting, GPCF, and the proposed D-AVMS, can improve classification
accuracies. Furthermore, the accuracies of the proposed D-AMVS are more competitive in terms of
OA, AA, and Ka. The visual performance comparisons in Figure 5 further verify this experimental
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conclusion. Compared with the initial classified maps obtained by the MLC classifier, considerable
noise can be reduced by the post-processing methods, namely, MV, GPCF, and the proposed D-AMVS.
The user accuracy of each class for the different methods is detailed in Table 5, which shows that the
user accuracy of most classes can be improved by the proposed D-AMVS approach.

To further demonstrate the advantage of the proposed D-AMVS, Figure 6 shows a zoomed
in observation of the comparisons. The observation of the painted metal sheet is represented by
a dashed rectangle. The results show the following. First, the shape of the ground target is best
preserved in the initial classification map, but much salt-and-pepper noise is observed. Second,
although traditional majority voting and GPCF can remove performance noise, the shape of the ground
object cannot be maintained. This situation can be attributed to the regular window, which has a
limitation in considering spatial contextual information, while the shape of the ground target and the
window are inconsistent. Compared with majority voting and GPCF, the proposed D-AMVS has the
best classification performance and maintains the preferred shape of the ground target. Additional
observations can be obtained from the dashed ellipse region of Figure 6.

Table 3. Initial classification results acquired by different classifiers for the Pavia University
image. OA: overall accuracy, Ka: Kappa coefficient, AA: average accuracies, NN: neural network,
MLC: maximum likelihood classification, MD: Mahalanobis distance, SVM: support vector machine.

NN MLC MD SVM

OA (%) 47.21 67.59 53.66 60.92
Ka 0.3824 0.5898 0.4260 0.517

AA (%) 51.58 69.22 56.63 65.39

Table 4. Comparison of the proposed D-AMVS and different post-classification approaches for the
Pavia University image. GPCF: general post-classification framework.

Window Size
Majority Voting GPCF Proposed D-AMVS

3 5 7 9 3 5 7 9 T1 = 60, T2 = 80

OA (%) 73.24 75.68 77.08 78.11 70.25 71.96 72.73 73.2 79.97
Ka 0.659 0.689 0.707 0.72 0.626 0.647 0.657 0.663 0.741

AA (%) 74.63 77.26 78.81 80.08 72.48 75.47 77.38 78.46 81.83

Table 5. Class-specific user accuracy (%) of the Pavia University image for the different methods.

MLC MV
(w = 5× 5)

GPCF
(w = 5× 5)

D-AMVs
(T1 = 60, T2 = 80)

Asphalt 79.0 86.2 92.9 90.9
Meadows 83.8 86.8 95.0 87.9

Gravel 44.1 64.3 78.0 89.1
Trees 61.0 66.9 52.9 60.2

Painted metal 95.8 96.0 93.5 93.7
Bare soil 33.0 40.7 36.1 51.3
Bitumen 54.5 72.5 67.7 82.9

Self-blocking bricks 74.2 82.6 73.3 80.5
Shadows 97.5 99.4 99.8 100
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Figure 5. Comparison based on the initial classified maps and different post-classification
approaches for the Pavia University image: (a) initial classification map based on the MLC classifier,
(b) post-classification map acquired by GPCF with a 9× 9 window size, (c) post-classification map
acquired by majority voting with a 9× 9 window size, and (d) post-classification map acquired by the
proposed D-AMVS with T1 = 60 and T2 = 80.
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Figure 6. Zoomed comparisons based on the subfigures: (a) Pavia University image, (b) initial classified
map obtained by the MLC classifier, (c) post-classification map obtained by GPCF with a 9× 9 window
size, (d) ground reference data, (e) post-classification map acquired by the majority voting approach
with a 9× 9 window size, and (f) post-classification map acquired by the proposed D-AMVS with
T1 = 60 and T2 = 80.

To further investigate the effectiveness and confirm the robustness of the proposed D-AMVS
approach, the method is applied to an initial classification map set using the Pavia Center image scene
in the second experiment. Tables 6 and 7 show that the proposed D-AMVS achieves higher accuracies
than the majority voting and GPCF approaches at each window scale. The user accuracy for each
specific class is given in Table 8, and the results further confirm that the proposed D-AMVS approach
can improve the classification accuracy of most classes, such as meadows, bricks, and bitumen. In terms
of visual performance, Figure 7 shows that all of the post-classification methods can remove noise and
improve classification. A detailed observation can be obtained by zooming in on the subfigure of the
image with the corresponding results shown in Figure 8. These detailed observations show that the
proposed D-AMVS can smooth noise and maintain the shape of the ground target well.

Table 6. Initial classified image acquired by different spectral–spatial approaches and the SVM classifier
for the Pavia Center image. EMPs: extended morphological profiles, M-EMPs: multi-shape extended
morphological profiles, RF: recursive filter, RGF: rolling guidance filter.

EMPs [26] M-EMPs [25] RF [28] RGF [43]

OA (%) 96.04 95.51 93.51 96.72
Ka 0.944 0.937 0.909 0.954

AA (%) 88.82 87.2 82.25 91.06

Table 7. Comparisons of the proposed D-AMVS and different post-classification approaches for the
Pavia Center image.

Window Size
Majority Voting GPCF Proposed D-AMVS

3 5 7 9 3 5 7 9 T1 = 70, T2 = 80

OA (%) 96.84 96.96 97.02 97.04 97.41 97.46 97.5 97.55 97.66

Ka 0.955 0.957 0.958 0.958 0.963 0.964 0.965 0.965 0.967

AA (%) 91.42 91.81 92.02 92.15 92.47 92.63 92.84 93.09 93.51
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Table 8. Class-specific user accuracy of the Pavia Center image for the different methods.

RGF [43] Majority Voting
(w = 5× 5)

GPCF
(w = 5× 5)

D-AMVS
(T1 = 70, T2 = 80)

Water 99.2 99.1 99.6 99.7
Trees 97.5 97.3 98.6 97.7

Meadows 88.8 89.7 88.0 91.5
Bricks 66.0 67.8 67.1 71.0

Soil 89.1 91.9 97.9 97.7
Asphalt 86.4 86.8 88.1 88.8
Bitumen 93.2 94.3 95.8 98.0

Tiles 99.9 99.9 99.7 99.3
Shadows 99.5 99.6 98.8 98.0
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for the Pavia Center image: (a) initial classified map based on RGV spatial–spectral method and
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(c) post-classification map acquired by GPCF with a 9× 9 window size, and (d) post-classification map
acquired by the proposed D-AMVS with T1 = 70 and T2 = 80.
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Figure 8. Zoomed comparisons based on the subfigures: (a) Pavia Center image, (b) initial classified
map based on RGV spatial–spectral method and SVM classifier, (c) post-classification map obtained
by GPCF with a 9× 9 window size, (d) ground reference data, (e) post-classification map acquired by
majority voting with a 9× 9 window size, and (f) post-classification map acquired by the proposed
D-AMVS with T1 = 70 and T2 = 80.

4. Discussion

Compared with traditional majority voting and previous GPCF [19], both of which are similar to
the proposed D-AMVS, the proposed approach achieves the best accuracies and performance in terms
of OA, AA, and Ka. The results shown in Tables 3–6 confirm that the proposed D-AMVS can improve
the raw accuracies of each initial classification map. To promote the application of the proposed
approach, the sensitivity of the parameters is discussed in this section.

The sensitivity between the parameter settings and the classification accuracies for the Pavia
University image in the first experiment is examined. The proposed D-AVMS approach contains two
parameters, T1 and T2, for refining and fusing the initial classification maps. As shown in Figure 9a
for the first experiment, when T1 is increased from 5 to 35 with T2 = 100, OA and AA increase from
69.09% to 78.99% and from 71.43% to 81.27%, respectively. When T2 is fixed at 100 and T1 is smaller,
an adaptive region around a pixel is generated. This phenomenon occurs because when T1 is small,
spatial information cannot be considered sufficient for refining the classification map and smoothing
noise. With the increase in T1, more spatial information can be utilized to smoothen noise and improve
classification accuracies. Nonetheless, when the accuracies of OA and AA reach the maximum level,
the accuracies remain nearly at the same levels with an increase in T1. On the contrary, when T1 is
fixed at 60 and T2 is varied from 10 to 150, a similar conclusion can be acquired, as shown in Figure 9b.
Figure 9c shows that when the value of T1 ranges from 5 to 35, Ka slowly escalates to the maximum
value and remains at a similar level with the increase in T1. This test indicates that T1 is a parameter
representing the spectral difference between the central pixel and its surrounding pixels, and T2 is the
total number of pixels within the extended adaptive region. T1 and T2 complement each other in the
application of D-AMVS.
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Figure 9. Relationship between classification maps and parameter settings (T1 and T2) of the proposed D-AMVS method: (a–c) are the relationships between
T1, T2, and OA/AA/Ka, respectively, for the Pavia University image, and (d–f) present the relationships between T1, T2, and OA/AA/Ka for the Pavia Center
image, respectively.
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Figure 9d illustrates the sensitivity between T1 and the classification accuracies with T2 = 100 in
the second experiment, which uses the Pavia Center image. The sensitivity result clearly indicates
that OA and AA increase gradually when the value of T1 ranges from 5 to 40. However, OA and AA
remain at similar levels when the value of T1 is larger than 40. In addition, when T1 is fixed at 70 and
T2 varies from 10 to 150 (Figure 9e), OA and AA show trends similar to those of T2 versus OA and AA.

In addition, inspired by the error estimation reported in reference [44], the error matrix among the
different methods for the Pavia Center image is given quantitatively in Tables 9 and 10. The error matrix
of classification accuracies shows that the proposed approach demonstrates positive improvements
in terms of OA, Ka, and AA compared with the raw classification accuracies of RGF [43], majority
voting, and GPCF. Compared with the majority voting approach in terms of user accuracy for each
specific class, as shown in Table 10, the proposed approach with T1 = 70 and T2 = 80 exhibits a positive
improvement in terms of user accuracy. Notably, the positive values in these tables mean the proposed
D-AMVS achieves an increment in accuracy, and the negative values mean that the proposed D-AMVS
shows a decrement in accuracy. As shown in Table 10, most of the numbers on the diagonal line of the
error matrix are positive, indicating that the proposed D-AMVS achieves an improvement for most of
the classes compared with the majority voting method.

Table 9. Error estimation among the different methods for the Pavia Center image data.

D-AMVS

OA (%) Kappa AA (%)

RGF 0.94 0.013 2.45
Majority Voting 0.82 0.012 2.09

GPCF 0.25 0.004 1.04

Table 10. Error estimation between the proposed D-AMVS and majority voting approach in terms of
user accuracy for the Pavia Center image data.

D-AMVS (T1 = 70, T2 = 80)

Water Trees Meadows Bricks Soil Asphalt Bitumen Tiles Shadow

Majority
Voting

(w = 5× 5)

Water 246 0 0 0 0 −246 0 0 0
Trees −53 22 −62 0 5 27 0 29 32

Meadows −23 17 −17 0 0 8 −4 10 9
Bricks 0 0 0 269 −263 4 −10 0 0

Soil 0 −1 0 191 −176 −4 −12 0 0
Asphalt −93 0 0 6 2 311 −230 4 0
Bitumen −11 0 0 −243 15 19 209 11 0

Tiles −6 −23 0 4 −142 −11 0 178 0
Shadows −192 −21 0 0 0 16 0 203 −6

User accuracy
error (%) 0.6 0.4 1.8 3.2 5.8 2 3.7 −0.6 −1.6

From a theoretical view, despite the post-processing capability of the proposed D-AMV to reduce
the noise of a classification map, it still has the risk of excessive smoothing in the boundary between
different classes or changing the shape of a target. Therefore, suitable balance between smoothing the
noise of classification maps and preserving the details of different classes should be considered in the
practical application of the proposed D-AMV approach.

The discussion for the two experiments shows that: (1) different data may have varying optimal
settings of parameters for T1 and T2, and the settings of T1 and T2 should be adjusted according to
different image scenes; and (2) OA, AA, and Ka usually escalate to the maximum value and maintain a
stable trend when one parameter is fixed at a value and the other parameter varies. The practice of
setting the parameters is beneficial when the proposed D-AMVS approach is applied.
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5. Conclusions

In this work, we extend our previous research on GPCF to D-AMVS to refine initial classification
maps. In the proposed D-AMVS, adaptive regions extend gradually from a central pixel to a pixel group
that has spectral similarity and is spatially contiguous to utilize spatial contextual information in an
adaptive manner. Then, the extended adaptive region is coupled with majority voting to refine the label
of the central pixel for an initial classified map in the process defined as AMV. Each initial classified
map is scanned and processed in this manner to generate the refined candidate’s maps. Finally, the top
two refined classification maps are selected by comparing their classification performance in their
adaptive regions. The two selected refined maps are then used to determine the label of the central
pixel in the final classification map by using AMV. The contributions of this study can be summarized
as follows:

(1) The proposed D-AMVS provides competitive accuracies in land cover classification of VHR
remote sensing images. Two image scenes located in urban areas with various ground targets and
different shapes are employed to investigate the performance and effectiveness of the proposed
D-AMVS approach. The classification results based on the two image scenes demonstrate the
effectiveness and superiority of the proposed approach in terms of visual performance and
quantitative accuracies compared with the traditional majority voting and previous GPCF [19]
post-classification approaches.

(2) To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to promote the idea of D-AMVS for refining the
initial classified map and improving the performance of land cover classification. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed approach can preserve the shape and boundary of ground
targets, because the pixels are highly correlated with their neighbors in the image spatial domain,
especially for a ground target (such as a meadow). This correlation is consistent with the shape
and size of the target. In the proposed D-AMVS, the neighboring information around a central
pixel is utilized through an adaptive region that is constructed by gradually detecting the spectral
similarity between the central pixel and its neighbors. Thus, the pixels within an adaptive
region are homogeneous in the spectral domain and contiguous in the spatial domain. Moreover,
applying the proposed adaptive region to refine the label of an initial classified map is objective
and reasonable.

Although the proposed D-AMVS has several advantages, it still has limitations, which include:
(1) the time-consuming and experience-dependent process of determining T1 and T2, and (2) an
unreasonable adaptive region is caused when a mixed pixel is used as the seed pixel for an extension.
Therefore, in future studies, additional investigations based on different remote sensing images with
very high spatial resolution should be conducted to enhance the robustness of the proposed approach.
In the experimental section, the determination of optimal compositions for T1 and T2 is time consuming.
Thus, the automation of parameter settings for T1 and T2 should be considered in future studies.
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